Assessment of intersignal variability for discrimination of atrial fibrillation from atrial flutter.
The analysis of endocardial signals obtained from an electrode located in the right atrium enabled by new dual chamber implantable cardioverter defibrillators may be helpful to provide additional therapies such as overdrive pacing or low energy atrial cardioversion for the treatment of concomitant atrial flutter (AFL) or atrial fibrillation (AF). Algorithms for discrimination of atrial tachyarrhythmias based on rate counting are of limited efficacy. The aim of this study was to assess the intersignal variability by using fast discrete wavelet transforms (FDWT) as a new method of discrimination of AF from AFL. Patients with spontaneous episodes of AF/AFL or patients who developed AF/AFL during an electrophysiological study were studied. The endocardial signals were recorded from the high right atrium using a transvenous 5 Fr bipolar electrode catheter (interelectrode spacing: 1 cm). The signals were digitized (2 kHz, 12-bit resolution) after amplification and filtering (40-500 Hz). Within data segments of 10-second duration, 25 consecutive signals were selected and normalized and FDWT was applied. Standard deviations of the wavelet coefficients (SD) from coarse scales (scale 4-8) were calculated. A total of 94 data segments (AF: 52, AFL: 42) from 28 patients were analyzed. SD at each considered scale was higher for AF than for AFL (P < 0.001). SD at scale 8 discriminated between AF from AFL with 100% sensitivity and specificity. We conclude that assessment of intersignal variability of bipolar endocardial recordings using FDWT is an effective method for the discrimination of AF from AFL. The implementation of this tool in a discrimination algorithm of an implantable device may help provide the appropriate differential therapy for atrial tachyarrhythmias.